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 Nos. 94-96.1 MAN. [November, 1922.

 As a matter of fact, I had my own doubts as to the validity of the designation
 "Sikh," which appeared in the French article from which I was quoting, and it
 was through inadvertence, in my haste to send in the article by the promised date,
 that I accidentally omitted to put the name " Sikh " in inverted commas in the
 fair copy as in my rough draft. The name, even in official documents, is frequently
 used loosely, and is, unfortunately, often applied to persons who should not properly
 be so designated. I was quoting a passage in a French article with a view to illus-
 trating the spread of a particular custom in India and Central Asia, and quoted the
 sentences as they stood, but the inverted commas were both required and intended
 in- my own comments on the passage and would, perhaps, have reassured Captain
 Gordon as to my not employing the term in a strict sense, and that I had adopted
 it at second-hand under no guarantee and with reserve. HENRY BALFOUR.

 Fiji: Technology. Edge-Partington.

 A Fijian Oil Dish. By J. Edge-Partington.
 I have been interested in Mr. Beasley's note in MAN (1922, 76), but jul

 I cannot agree with him that the Dish is used for Oil. It is, in my opinion, a priest's
 Kava bowl, and both Mr. Calvert and Captain Erskine are right in thus describing
 it. The latter further mentions that this object had composed part of the furniture
 of an old heathen temple, and as such was looked upon by the natives as very
 sacred. Lorimer Fison in his paper on the Nanga (J.A.I., XIV, 14) speaks of the
 Kava bowl standing in the sacred enclosure.

 In the British Museum is a priest's Kava bowl, on a similar base, figured by me
 in the Album, P1. 111, No. 5; and about which I have the following notes

 The late Lord Stanmore thus describes its use: "Priests drink from these
 on their hands and knees, without raising the vessel from the ground."

 Baron A. von Huigel also confirms this, and says: " The reason of the circular
 " base is that a 'layman' might not touch that portion of the vessel which the
 " priest might have to touch, so the former would carry the bowl by the lower

 ring. In nearly all cases vessels with handles are for the use of priests."
 Mr. Beasley's only ground for suggesting that the bowl in question was for

 oil is the lack of any incrustation. This, I think, can be easily explained. Exposure
 to light will destroy the beautiful blue enamel-like appearance brought about by
 constant use, and for this reason Fijians keep their Kava bowls wrapped up in tapa.

 If this bowl is the one described by Captain Erskine, as well it may be, it was
 obtained by him in 1849, and probably during this long period has undergone manv
 a polishing. J. EDGE-PARTINGTON.

 India: Sociology. Rose.
 Legitimisation and Adoption in Hindu Law. By H. A. Rose. fl

 (Continued from MAN, 1922, 87.) iIU
 Yet another term is jhata or jhatogra. All these terms are used in a

 relatively small area, and their variety suggests that they are not strictly
 synonymous, but that each may denote a special type of posthumous stepson.

 The term " Paunarbhava" now merits discussion. It means the son of a punar-
 bhAu, or " remarried woman." But Manu himself goes on, in IX, ? 176, to point out
 that a punarbhit may be worthy to again perform with her second husband (or first
 deserted husband) the (nuptial) ceremony. But if she, being a virgin, or one who
 has returned to her first husband after leaving him, is competent to perform a valid
 second, 3ffihler's translation of ? 175 is either incorrect or the text has been corrupted.
 His translation runs:-." If a woman abandoned by her husband, or a widow, of
 h lber own accord contracts a second marriage and bears (a son), he is called the son
 c of a remarried woman (Paunarbhava)." Turning to Narada we find that he
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 November, 1922.] MAN. [No. 96.

 gives three classes of punarbhiu. The first is the one contemplated in Manu, IX,
 ? 170-as above-and obviously she is only nominally or technically a punarbhi',
 and her son by a second and perfectly lawful husband could not be excluded from
 inheriting from him. Narada's second class becomes a punarbhit by betaking herself
 to another man, but she returns to the house of her first husband, and so, presumably,
 her adultery is condoned: XII, ? 47. His third class is a woman who, on failure
 of brothers-in-law, is delivered by her relations to a sapinda of the same caste, and
 so is termed the third punarbhu: ? 48. In this last case her son by the sapinda
 would presumably be affiliated to her deceased husband by niyoga, but the section
 seems to exclude the niyoga and to be dealing with a case where a widow is handed
 over to a 8apinda, not merely for the purpose of raising up seed to her deceased
 husband, but as the permanent consort of the sapindca, though Narada does not

 explicitly restrict the niyoga to brothers-in-law, or exclude sapindas when there are
 no near kin: ? 80-7. All this suggests that the Paunarbhava must be either the
 son of a punarbhit of the third type, who has contracted an invalid remarriage, or
 the son of the paramour, and not by the husband, in the second type. In any
 case Manu, IX, ? 175, must clearly be read with ? 176, which contemplates the
 complete and formal condonation of the adultery by the repetition of the nuptial
 ceremony.

 But this by no means exhausts the problems of adoption. Hitherto we have
 considered affiliation to and adoption by men who by those processes acquire sons.
 But in addition we find cases, at least in modern custom, where adoption is reciprocal.
 One of the most instructive of these is that of the bhutm-bhdi or " land-brother," a
 man, even a stranger, " adopted" by a land-holder: " Karnal Gazetteer," 1890, p. 138.
 Now the bh,m-bhMi is stated to lose all rights in his natural family, and so, presumably,
 he acquires contervailing rights of inheritance in his " adoptive " family. Further,
 we may conjecture that his son inherits in his father's adoptive family on equal
 terms with the son of the " adoptive " brother. But this suggests the question
 "Who is his mother ?' It is probable that, at any rate in the original form of the
 institution, she was the joint wife of the two mutually adopted brothers. This
 conjecture is supported to some extent by what occurs in the Tibetan canton of
 Spiti. There Tibetan polyandry is, of course, the rule, and full brothers or cousins
 take a joint wife. But it is easy to extend this practice, and so two men who are
 not brothers or even cousins can, by taking a joint wife, become " brothers," and
 having done so they will proceed, quite logically, to throw their separate holdings
 into hotchpot and become fully " brothers," with wife and land alike held jointly.*
 On the other hand, in the Panjab plains, at least among Hindus, reciprocal adoption,
 even when it has no religious basis whatsoever, may operate to form a bar to
 intermarriage just as natural kinship would do.

 In view of the unanimity with which ancient Hindu law condemned widow
 remarriage, it is instructive to note the attitude towards it in those castes which
 practise it. In the Panjab, among such castes, there is on the one hand a very strong
 feeling that a widow is bound to marry her husband's brother. So binding is this obli-
 gation in some parts, that the wedding is virtually a continuation of the funeral rites
 for the deceased husband: " Chamba State Gazetteer," Lahore, 1904, p. 153. On
 the other hand there is a feeling, not nearly so strong, that the husband's brother
 is bound to take to wife the widow, as it is a disgrace for her to marry into a strange
 family: Rose, "Compendium of the Panjab Customary Law," p.43 (among Jats). So
 far is this idea pushed that I have known cases where a man already married deemed
 it his duty to discard his ovn wife and espouse the widow of his brother, although

 * The case came under the present writer's notice many years ago, and in his inexperience
 he neglected to inquire whether the new " brothers " were in any way akin or complete strangers.
 Rose, "A Glossary of Punjab Tribes nd Castes," I., p. 905.
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 he had everything to lose by the exchange. The question whether there is any
 distinction between the late husband's elder and younger brothers must be answered
 generally in the negative. In the Eastern Panjab the younger brother has first
 claim on the widow's hand, then the elder brother, and after them other relations
 in the same degree: "Karnal Dist. Gazetteer," Lahore, 1893 ?, 316, quoted in " Gloss.
 Pb. Tribes," I, p. 901.* Exactly the same rule is said to govern the hill Brahmans in
 Hazara: Rose, " Compendium," p. 44. But the customs are fluid to a degree, and it
 is, perhaps, more profitable to commence by looking into the terms in use. In the
 Himalayan State of Mandi, where the marriage of a younger brother's widow is onlv
 permitted among the lowest castes, and that of an elder brother's widow is universal,
 though it involves excommunication among the four highest castes, the term applied
 to it is dharewat karewa in both cases. But if the widow marry a man who is not
 her husband's brother, the word used is jhanjartr&. Elsewhere the latter word is
 applied to the rite in all forms of a widow's remarriage: Rose, " Gloss.," I, p. 796.?
 The term seems to mean " putting the nose-ring in the bride's nose "; but in the
 Sirmuir State jhajra is " regular " marriage (not Brahmanical), as opposed to rit,Jf
 marriage with a woman purchased from her former husband. Dharewa is probably a
 synonym of karewa, and a wife married by dharwta is dharVl, but there is no corre-
 sponding term for one married by karewa, and the original meanings may have been

 different. A widower who remarries is dheju: "Gloss.," I, p. 900 (but this term seems
 confined to the Eastern Panjab).

 In the PanjTb, then, the terms for remarriage are few as compared with those
 for marriage, and there are fewer for a remarried widow, while none distinguish her
 who marries a husband's younger from her who espouses his elder brother or a
 cousin. But it would be going too far to say that no distinction is made. On the
 contrary, remarriage to a stranger stands on a very different footing to ratification
 of the marriage, as it were, within the near kindred. Thus in the Bashahr State,
 when the second husband is a stranger, the rnt is " loaded," as it were, with a special
 rit called makhtal, and, in former times, a widow's remarriage when her husband had
 left no near kinsmen was the pretext for diverting the makhtal into the coffers of
 the State: '" Simla Sts. Gr." (Bashahr), p. 14: cf. also " Kunhiar," p. 6. In such a
 case the usage may mean that the State regarded remarriage to a stranger as an
 offence against Brahmanical law only to be condoned on payment of a price for its
 dispensation, and/orthat the widows with the land escheated alike to the State, so
 that the new husband had to redeem them.

 The facts above collated suggest that in some respects the accepted views regard.
 ing adoption in early law require modification. Sir Henry Maine held that in Hindu
 law the place filled by " wills "' is occupied by " adoption." But as the present writer

 * This is curious, because in the Karndl Dist. a wife must veil her face before all the elder
 brothers and other elder relations of her husband, regard being had not to age but to genealogical
 degree: ib., p. 900.

 t According to Sir Lepel Griffin a second remarriage was called tharewa: Rose, ' Com-
 pendium," p. 42. But this word seems quite obsolete. Dharewa can hardly be derived from dewar
 It seems to be from a root meaning " to hold "; and karewa may be derived from karn&, " to
 make or do," so that it is tempting to translate it by " de facto marriage."

 : The word is confined to the hills, and, in Kulu, randol is also used for " widow remarri
 age," but whether it is a precise synonym for jhanjarara is not certain.

 ? The term r-t is widely used in the hills with various senses. In the petty State of Kuthar,
 near Simla, the rTt was paid to the State by the man who married the widow or widows of a
 land-holder dying without sons or agnates in the second degree: " Simla States Gazetteer," 1904
 (Kuthar), p. 8.

 I! Karao is merely a dialectical form of karewa, and it is doubtful whether it ever connotes
 mere concubinage, as Mr. Chattopadhyaya, quoting H. M. Elliott's "Glossary," says: MAN, 1922,
 p. 39. There is almost always a distinct word -for "concubine."
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 has shown elsewhere,* the adopted son in Hindu law, and in Indian custom also,
 does not merely take property bequeathed to him, but becomes a member of his
 adoptive family, and thereby acquires much wider rights of direct and collateral
 inheritance. Yet, in spite of this favoured position, the adopted son can hardly ever
 be regarded as acquiring the same status as a fully legitimate son. Only when he
 is ritually adopted as a datrima, the modem datta or dattaka, does he seem to escape
 some degree of disparagement, and in the PanjTb, where ritual adoption is rare,
 the general term for an adopted son is putrela, a diminutive implying lowered status.

 Still more do Jolly's conclusionst seem to call for reconsideration. In Hinduism,
 the widow of a " rich and powerful man " would be most suitably provided for by
 the institution of sati. Her remarriage would be an insult to his memory. To
 submit her to the niyoga would be a compliment to her and no reflection upon him,
 but it would, if successful, deprive the next-of-kin of their reversion in his property.

 Hence post-conjugal niyoga seems to have died out, though marital niyoga has been
 reinculcated by one section of the highly progressive Arya Samaj in recent years.
 Among the lower and poorer castes a widow is as a rule far too valuable to be allowed
 to go out of the family, and a fortiori its interests would not be served by using her
 to raise up seed to her deceased husband. It is not surprising then that, in latter-
 day India, the question most in debate is whether a widow is to be remarried or not;
 whether her issue are then legitimate or not; and that the possibility of affiliating
 the first-born son to her deceased spouse has been utterly forgotten. The evolution
 of the law of adoption cannot yet be definitely traced, but it may have been something
 like this :-In primitive communities, Aryan or non-Aryan, failure of legitimate

 sons is repaired by practiDes like the niyoga, or the affiliation of sons, like the k&nina
 or the sahodha. Then come the reformers who try to raise marriage to a higher
 level, and introduce adoption as a less degrading method of allowing a sonless
 man to obtain an heir than polygyny, especially second marriages with women of
 strange castes, or with women already possessed of sons. But adoption in its tum
 calls for regulation, and so we find Manu doing that on a remarkably rational basis.
 But the force of immemorial usage is strong, and so the later jurisprudents have to
 let in affiliated and adopted sons without the restrictions of any clearly discernible
 principles whatsoever.: In the Panja,b, which has not been under Brahmanical
 influences for centuries, we find the primitive ideas still at work, and the orthodox
 doctrines of adoption almost forgotten or ignored. H. A. ROSE.

 * Rose, " A Compendium of the Punjab Customary Law," Lahore, 1910-11, p. 84, quoting
 "Ancient Law," 10th ed., p. 193.

 t " Outlines of an History of the Hindu Law " (Tagore Law Lectures, 1883), p. 154.
 t See Jolly, op. cit., pp. 145 ff., or his " Recht und Sitte," pp. 71 ff.

 Obituary. Ray.
 Robert Henry Codringtcn, W.A., D.D., September 15, 1830- fJ

 September 11, 1922. B,y S. II. Ray, M.A. 01

 The death of the Rev. Dr. Codrington at Chichester on 11th September has
 removed the last surviving witness of the heroic age of the Melanesian mission,
 the friend and companion of Patteson, and the first bv his researches and writings
 to bring the claims of the Melanesian peoples to the Aerious attention of students
 of philology and anthropology.

 Robert Henry Codrington was born on 15th September, 1830, and was thus
 within four days of completing his 92nd year. He was educated at Charterhouse
 (1845-48) and Wadham College, Oxford, a Scholar from 1849 to 1853 and a Fellow
 in 1855. He was ordained in 1855-7, and, after a short curacy in Oxford, went to
 Nelson, New Zealand. Here in 1863 he met Bishop Patteson and was invited by
 him to go on the Island Voyage in the " Southern Cross." Thus began his first
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